FRAMELESS ALL GLASS SLIDERS
Maximize Space and Spotlight Interior Spaces for Commercial and Residential

Ruby All Glass Slider

Tiffany All Glass Slider

for estimates & orders  ph 877.775.2586  fx. 877.274.8800  www.prlglass.com
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER
Contemporary and Elegant Interior Top Hung Stainless Steel Sliding System
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER- Features

Glass Mount Ruby Slider System with Easy Locking Ladder Pull
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Features

All Glass Ruby Slider

PRL's Ruby All-Glass Interior Sliding Door system shines with its frameless transparency that creates a seamlessly beautiful, visually roomier, awe-inspiring space! For the Ruby PRL designed a unique all-glass door system to ensure minimal obstruction from hardware and framing to provide an expansive, unobstructed, viewing area through the glass with a clean finished appearance.

SPECIFICATIONS

Application: Wall Mount, Glass Mount.
Weight Limits: 2 Rollers (220)
Track Length: Up to 20' Long.
Glass Thickness: 3/8", 1/2" tempered glass.
Panel Limits: Max Width: 54", Max Height: 99"
Available Glass Color: Clear, Bronze, Starphire, Texture.
Available Finishes: #4 Brushed Stainless Steel (US32D), #8 Polished Stainless Steel (US32)
Lock Option: Patch Lock or Locking Ladder Pulls
Handle Option: Standard C pull, Ladder Pull, Locking Ladder pull, tiffany finger pull, offset pull
PRL’s Ruby Interior Sliding System is a contemporary top hung stainless steel sliding door system that offers a smooth and easy operation. Our Ruby slider uses compact exposed components with surface flush mount fasteners that provide a unique look. The support track can be up to 20’ long, it is secured with offset mount brackets on glass and with adaptors can be wall or glass mounted. Each system requires the use of track mounted door stops in both the open and closed positions. The number of rollers depends on the weight; 2 rollers hold up to 220 pounds. The glass stays in-line with a bottom guide. The frameless design and transparency of this system creates visually roomier spaces while providing a means for privacy.

SINGLE SLIDING DOOR PACKAGE:
- 6 ft track
- 2 Rollers
- 1 Bottom guide
- 1 Finger Pull
- 2 End-caps
- 2 Door Stops

*Manually modify the three types of tracks and track length if needed
WALL MOUNT SLIDER APPLICATIONS

PRL’s Wall Mount Ruby sliding doors provide a modern look for an all glass interior application. This wall brackets are easy to install which add value through its durability and ease of use. Mounting to the wall creates a clean and sophisticated look. Glass panels slide and tuck away easily to free up space with simple, smooth operation. Each system requires the use of track mounted door stops in both the open and closed positions. Use your space efficiently and show off interiors with wall mount Ruby all glass sliders.

- Single/Pair of Doors
- Wall Mount bracket
- Door Stop

Custom Oversize Wall Mount Slider System with a Max Aluminum Slider Door
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Wall Mount Applications

Dual Function Ruby Slider System

Wall Mount Ruby Slider with Acid Etch Glass
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Wall Mount Applications

SINGLE DOOR (X)

DOUBLE DOORS (XX)
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Glass Mount Applications

Bi-Part Ruby Slider System with Easy Locking Ladder Pull

Glass Mount Office Ruby Slider
GLASS MOUNT SLIDER APPLICATIONS

Our interior top hung Ruby sliding door system boasts uninterrupted all-glass views. The track is surface mounted to the tempered glass, through the glass sidelights and transom. Each system requires the use of track mounted door stops in both open and closed positions. In applications that have transoms it is important to note the transom lite must be mechanically fastened to the ceiling for adequate support. PRL is able to provide a 1-3/8 x 2-5/8” pinning channel which is typically run the length of the entire opening, however only the transom lite will require pinning.

- Single/Multiple Doors
- Glass Mount bracket
- Door Stop
- S/L head channel
- Transom head channel
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Glass Mount Applications

SINGLE DOOR & SIDELITE (XO)

SINGLE DOOR & DOUBLE SIDELITE (OXO)
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Glass Mount Applications

SINGLE DOOR & SIDELITE (XO)

SINGLE DOOR & DOUBLE SIDELITE (OXO)
DOUBLE DOOR & SIDELITES (OXXO)

All Glass Ruby Sliders with Short Easy Locking Ladder Pulls
GLASS OPTIONS

The Ruby slider system is designed to accept either 3/8” or 1/2” monolithic or tempered glass. You can select from our rich assortment of colored and textured glass to add your own personal touch.

If using 3/8” tempered glass, PRL recommends that your opening size does not exceed 84” due to deflection concerns and only on openings where there are not transoms or sidelights.
FINISH OPTIONS

Offered in attractive brushed and polished stainless steel finishes, Ruby interior all glass sliding doors accentuate commercial and residential entrances brilliantly. Ideal for hotel gift shops, office areas, pantries, kitchen or dining rooms, the Ruby is a great way to display interior spaces while dividing them.

Brushed Stainless Steel

Polished Stainless Steel
LOCKING OPTIONS

When locks on Ruby sliders are required we must know at time of bid to assess the overall opening widths and what type of lock would best suit your applications needs and budget.

The most common type of lock would be a smaller euro type that would fit onto the bottom leading edge to the corner of the slider and strike into the floor.

For single door applications, a center lock housing equipped with a hook type bolt to strike into a custom jamb is available. The client may also decide to go with a floor striking locking ladder pull as well. In any lock application we must review each opening width since adding a lock will limit the overall clear opening when door slides open to its maximum.
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Locks

PL-CLH2
DEADLATCH LOCK
10" H / 5" W

PL-CLH1
DEADLOCK CUSTOM HANDLE
10" H / 5" W

Ruby Slider with Custom Sandblast Glass and Easy Locking Ladder Pull

PL-16500
LOCK PATCH FITTING
2"H / 6 1/2" W

PL-16300
LOCK PATCH FITTING
4 1/4"H / 3" W

PL-Lock/Ladder
EASY LOCKING Ladder PULL
48'(40 3/8"), 60'(44 5/16"), 72'(44 5/16") CC/AOL

PRL
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PULLS

Ruby slider systems can use a variety of handles however it is ideally recommended to use a flush type handle such as the sliding door finger pull which will not protrude far from the face of glass to allow the sliding panel to completely slide behind the adjacent sidelight or wall. When ladder or other straight pull styles are used we simply recommend slightly widening your door opening width once considering the pulls projection and location on the door to ensure local clear opening codes are adhered to.
RUBY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Pulls

PL-3
10"/12"/18" CC

PL-SHBS
FINGER PULL 2 1/4" DIA

PL-LADDER
12"/24", 24"/36"/36"/48", 60"/72", 72"/84" CC/OAL

CUSTOM SQUARE LADDER
12"/24", 24"/36"/36"/48", 60"/72", 72"/84" CC/OAL

Office Ruby Slider System with Custom Square Pull

Ruby Slider with Finger Pull
Top Hung All Glass Tiffany Slider

At PRL Glass we strive to fabricate quality, effective, innovative products unmatched by our competitors. By designing our Interior All-Glass Top Hung Sliding Door Systems we've fabricated the ideal solution where space and budgets are limited; Our Tiffany All-Glass Top Hung Interior Sliding Door Systems.

Featuring an effortless, floating effect Tiffany creates an illusion of spaciousness using minimal hardware and framing obstruction that will intrigue and captivate. Crafted with minimal top hung tracks PRL has solved the problem of limited head space.

Sleek, chic, and luminous in design the Tiffany was constructed to accommodate standard and narrow width entrances. Available for residential or commercial all-glass entryways PRL offers single, double or bypass interior all-glass sliding doors.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Application: Wall Mount or Fascia Mount.
- Weight Limits: 2 Standard Rollers (200 lbs.) and 3 Standard Rollers (275 lbs)
- Glass Thickness: 3/8", 1/2" Tempered Glass
- Rollers Panel Limits: Max Panel Width: 50". Max Panel Height: 108"
- Glass Color: Clear, Bronze, Starphire, Gray, Texture
- Available Finishes: #4 Brushed Stainless Steel (US32D), #8 Polished Stainless Steel (US32)
- Lock Option: Patch Lock, Center Lock or Locking Ladder Pulls
- Handle Option: Standard C pull, Ladder Pull, Locking Ladder pull, tiffany finger pull, offset pull
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Applications

Residential Tiffany System with Spandrel Glass

Tiffany Slider with Easy Locking Ladder Pulls

Tiffany All Glass Slider with Custom Pull

Office Tiffany Slider with Center Locking Housing and Custom Pull
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Components

The heavy-duty Petite Track accommodates limited, narrow, entrances making the Tiffany the perfect solution for limited head space! Using only two small suspension points our sliding all-glass doors slide seamlessly and effortlessly with our two 2-3/8" diameter rollers enhance the all-glass system.

The Tiffany is typically ceiling mounted, however with a modified heavy duty track option it can be fascia mounted it as well. Another advantage is the slotted holes required in the glass to mount the Tiffany roller insures your panels will not slip in time with usage as other pressure fit types. The glass stays in-line with a bottom guide. We also offer inset metal finger pulls, simple polished holes, or your choice of any all-glass door hardware compatible with our Tiffany System. Our Ladder style handles add a popular, upscale, polished design to the sliding glass door system.
SINGLE SLIDING DOOR PACKAGE:

- 6ft track *
- 1 Bottom guide
- 2 End caps
- 2 Rollers
- 1 Finger pull
- 2 Door stops

*Manually modify the three types of tracks and track length if needed.
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Applications

Multiple Office All Glass Tiffany Sliders with Ladder Pulls

Tiffany Slider Systems with Ladder Pulls
PRL can supply the Tiffany tracks in nearly any finish required. They are typically clad in stainless steel to match the rollers however they can be Anodized or Powder coated as well to suit your design needs. There are 2 standard track profiles. We carry the 1-3/8 x 1-5/8 single track (SHPST) for applications with doors only, whether it be a single or pair. We also carry a 2-3/8" x 1-5/8 track (SHPDT) which has a reglet for wet glazing siedelles into your system. Each application is looked at custom and we can run tracks full width of elevation for an even head sightline or we can offer the single track at door opening and sliding area only, with end caps of course, for less metal look.

If the client is wanting to surface mount the track directly to the face of the wall a special track (PLTTTFT) will need to be used. Please note for this application, it is the glazers responsibility to ensure adequate support in the wall to withstand the weights.
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Configurations

X-SINGLE DOOR

DOUBLE DOORS
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Configurations

SINGLE DOOR & SIDELITES

SINGLE DOOR & TWO SIDELITES
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Configurations

DOUBLE DOOR & TWO SIDELITES

Conference Room Tiffany Slider System with Acid Etch Glass and Center Locking Housing
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER- Glass Options

GLASS OPTIONS

The Tiffany system is designed to accept either 3/8” or 1/2” monolithic or tempered glass. You can also select from our rich assortment of colored and textured tempered glass to add your own personal touch. PRL recommends if using 3/8” tempered glass if your opening size does not exceed 84” due deflection concerns.
Tiffany interior all glass sliding doors accentuate commercial and residential entrances brilliantly. The rollers are offered in Polished Stainless Steel or Brushed Stainless Steel finishes. The actual tracks can be anodized and painted options to accommodate the customers’ requirements.
LOCKING OPTIONS

When locks on Tiffany sliders are required we must know at time of bid to assess the overall opening widths and what type of lock would best suit your applications needs and budget.

The most common type of lock would be a smaller euro type that would fit onto the bottom leading edge of the slider and strike into the floor.

For single door applications, a center lock housing equipped with a hook type bolt to strike into a custom jamb is available. The client may also decide to go with a floor striking locking ladder pull as well. In any lock application we must review each opening width since adding a lock will limit the overall clear opening when door slides open to its maximum.
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Locks

Office Tiffany Slider System with Deadlock and Custom Handle

PL-16300
LOCK PATCH FITTING
4 1/4" H / 3" W

PL-16500
LOCK PATCH FITTING
2" H / 6 1/2" W

PL-CLH2
DEADLATCH LOCK
10" H / 8" W

PL-CLH1
DEADLOCK CUSTOM HANDLE
10" H / 8" W

PL-Lock/Ladder
EASY LOCKING LADDER PULL
48"(40 3/8"), 60"(44 5/16"), 72"(44 5/16") CC/AOL
PULLS

Tiffany Slider can use mostly any pull handle, it is recommended to use a flush type handle such as the finger pull which will not protrude far from the face of glass to allow the sliding panel to completely slide behind the adjacent sidelite or wall. When ladder or other straight pull stiles are used we recommend slightly widening your door opening width once considering the pulls projection and location on the door to ensure local clear opening codes are adhered to.
TIFFANY ALL GLASS SLIDER - Pulls

PL-3
10"/12"/18" CC

PL-SHS
FINGER PULL 2 1/4" DIA

Tiffany Slider System with Square Ladder Pull

PL-LADDER
12"/24", 24"/36" 36"/48", 60"/72", 72"/84" CC/OAL

Tiffany Slider with Short Ladder Pull

CUSTOM SQUARE LADDER
12"/24", 24"/36" 36"/48", 60"/72", 72"/84" CC/OAL
Multiple Doors Tiffany Slider with Easy Locking Ladder Pulls, Custom Sandblast & Gluechip Border
PL- SAMSON SERIES

The Concealed Floor Spring Closer has a Dual Action Functioning range of 150 degrees making it suitable for single or double action doors and is non-handed making it suitable for both LH and RH doors with a maximum door panel weight of 330 lbs. It is available with or without the Hold Open feature at 90 degrees.

The Base Plate on the PF Series is also adjustable to ensure alignment of the door panel. The Stationery position of the door can be adjusted horizontally left to right and forward and back by 1/8” with the door opening angle also adjustable by 4°.

- Maximum Weight  300 lbs
- Maximum Door Width  42 in.
- Maximum glass thickness  3/8”- 9/16”
- Polished or Satin Stainless Steel Cladded Finishes
SAMSON HYDRAULIC PATCH - Features

Interior Entrance Door with Closer/Patch and Top Patch

Closing Speed Adjustable
150° - 10° and 10° - 0°

PL-10170
Surface Mount Top Pivot
L 4 3/16" x W 1"

Office Doors with Closer/Patch and Top Patch

PL-424
Top Patch
L 6 1/2" x H 2"

PL414-HYHD
PL-Closer/Patch
L 9 13/16" x H 3 3/16"
CLASSIC SLIDING SYSTEMS - Features

BOTTOM ROLLING SYSTEM

PRL Sliding Systems offer unlimited options wherever valuable space and exposure is critical with:

- Top sliding track
  (2 3/8” W x 1 1/2” H)
- Single Panel/
  Multiple Panels
- Top / Bottom Rail
- Bottom straddle
  - SQ bolt lock
- Tandem SS roller
- Bottom Sliding
  Track System
  (2-3/8” W x 3/8” H)
CLEARVISION MOVABLE WALL SYSTEM

Top Hung Movable Glass Wall System Provides Great Design Flexibility

Movable All Glass Top Hung Slider/Stacking Door System

All Glass Stacking Multiple Panels System / Swing Doors Function

• PHONE: 877.775.2586  • FAX: 877.274.8800  www.priglass.com
CLEARVISION SLIDING SYSTEMS - Features

- Single/Multiple Panels
- Dual Swing / Sliding
- In-line or Stacking
PRL manufactures a wide selection of sliding door systems. Our Alumi-Sliders are an attractive, and cost-effective solution for interior applications where space can be maximized, security and privacy can be maintained. PRL Alumi-Sliders are a lighter weight, high quality aluminum sliding door suitable for modern office or retail spaces, restaurant moveable wall partitions or residential room dividers.

A variety of configurations are available including pocket doors or multi panel units. Inter-locking stiles allow for easy opening and closing of several panels with one motion. PRL's wide selection of glass types provide endless options for creating your own unique design. Choose from a variety of rail sizes, optional horizontal mullions, and metal finishes to suit your décor requirements.
ALUMI SLIDER - Top Hung & Bottom Roller Systems

FEATURES:
- Max weight capacities per rollers
  - Bottom Rollers 500lbs
  - Top Hung 350lbs
- We can match any size top or bottom rail (up to 10")
- Size limitations 60” x 108”
- Interior application only
- Top hung or Bottom roller
- Muntin Bars

GLASS OPTIONS:
- 1/4”, 3/8” 1/2” & 1”
- Tempered
- Laminated
- IG Units

DOOR STILES:
- Narrow Stile- 2”
- Medium Stile- 3 1/2”
- Wide Stile- 5 1/8”

BOTTOM ROLLED:

In-line Top Hung Alumi Slider with Sandblast Glass
PRL has what you're looking for—our 3/8" Ruby and Tiffany shower door sliders! These stunning all-glass shower sliders will take your breath away with their frameless, cutting-edge design. Multiple 3/8" glass options to choose from and easy, smooth operation.

Features:
• Modern 4-wheel roller system
• Easy and smooth sliding operation
• Multiple 3/8" glass options
• Maximum door weight:
  - Ruby: 120 lbs
  - Tiffany: 90 lbs
• Support Bar:
  - Ruby: 120 in
  - Tiffany: 72 in

3 Different Hardware Finishes

- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Brushed Stainless Steel
- Polished Stainless Steel

RECTANGULAR SLIDING TRACK

ROUND SLIDING TRACK

Sample shown in GSS

Tiffany Shower Slider in Brushed Stainless Steel

Sample shown in CRB

Ruby Shower Slider with Starphire Glass
FRAMELESS SHOWER SLIDERS - Applications

Tiffany Shower Slider in Oil Bronze Finish

90 Degree Ruby Slider in Polished Stainless Steel

90 Degree Tiffany Slider in Polished Stainless Steel

Ruby Shower Slider in Brushed Stainless Steel
FRAMELESS TIFFANY DUAL BYPASS SHOWER SLIDER
Smooth, Quiet and Efficient Access your Shower from Either Side

The dual bypass frameless slider is an additional application for PRL's Tiffany frameless shower sliders series. PRL's Dual Tiffany bypass design provides smooth and quiet sliding operation, with the added convenience of accessing your shower space from either side. This is the ultimate solution for your next shower with the combinations of our shower glass superior protection and easy maintenance.

Features:

• Glass thickness 3/8” only
• Fits openings up to 68”
• Reversible for door on right or left
• Comes with a recessed knob
• Fully frameless
• Available finishes: Brushed & Polished stainless
• Each door has 2 rollers and 2 anti-jump guides so the doors stay on the track

CONTOURED SHOWER SLIDER
The Most Popular Tub and Shower Slider, You Don’t Have to Sacrifice Beauty for Practicality

Glass is offered in 3/8” with options in,
• Clear Glass / Tinted Glass
• Pattern Texture Glass
• Custom Sandblasted Glass

Available finishes are:
• Bright-Dip Clear Anodized
• Oil Rubbed Bronze
• Brushed Nickel

Standard Hardware:
• Single Towel Bar/Singles Knob

Shower Slider with 3/8” Starphire Glass in Brushed Nickel Finish
COMPLETE SHOWER / STEAM UNITS
Offer an Elegant Accent to the Bath Environment and Enhances Custom Tile or Marble Work

Steam Unit with a Mini Ladder Pull

90-Degree Custom Unit with Custom Vent Cut Out

Diamond Seal coating Available!

MIRRORS
Enhance your Space with Elegance

Wall Mirror with Light Fixture Custom Cut Outs

Enhances with:
- Polished Edges
- Multiple bevels
- Beveled Edges
- Sandblast artwork
ALUMINUM BI-FOLD
Complete Accordion Bi-fold Aluminum System a Versatile Solution for Any Application

Accordian
- Versatile
- Weather Resistant
- Thermally Broken
- In-line / Multiple Panels
- Custom Configurations
- Dual Function Slider/Bifold
- Dual Tone Finish Feature

MAX ALUMINUM SLIDER
Complete Max™ Aluminum Slider System Ready to be Install

Features:
- Efficiency & Durability
- Elegance
- Smooth Sliding
- Views
- Weather Tight
- Hurricane Resistant
- Dual Tone Finish Feature

- Three Configurations:
  - Cancun Bottom Roller
  - Cabo Top Hung
  - 90 Degree Corner Conf.

- Three Standard Stiles:
  - 3” Locking Stile
  - 1” Ultra Narrow Stile

90 Degree Max Pocket Slider with Low-E Glass IG Units
ALL GLASS ENTRANCE DOORS
The Highest Quality Complete Entry Systems with the Fastest Lead Times in the Industry

Features:
- Available up to 10 ft.
  for taller consult PRL for details
- Seamless Rails and Stiles
- Unlimited Glass Options
  - 1/2", 5/8" or 3/4" heavy tempered
- Standard & Custom Metal Finishes

P-Style/ PL100F
BP-Style/ PL100B
F-Style/ PL100D
A-Style/ PL100FADA

FULL FRAME CLADDED DOORS
We Manufacture Complete Luxurious Entrance Systems

Features
- Unlimited Glass Options  1/4" to 1"
- Luxurious Cladded Finishes
- Specialty Hardware & wide options of Panic Devices
- No Glass Door Stops

I-Line- 1 5/16" & 7/8"
  Custom Pull

Narrow- 3"
  Offset Pull

Medium- 4 1/8"
  Offset Ladder Pull

Wide- 5 5/8"
  PL100 Panic

Ultra Narrow Cladded Doors with PL 100FADA Panic Device

Fastest Panic Devices in the industry
Leadtime 3 days!®
*Consult PRL for details
ALUMINUM DOORS
Aluminum Doors are Available in Many Different Styles Including an Adaptable Custom Design

Features
- Wide Glass Options
- Custom Framing
- Standard Anodized Finishes
- Specialty Hardware & Panic Devices & Custom powder Coat

Narrow Stile  Medium Stile  Wide Stile  Custom Stile
Custom Height & custom muntin

Custom Aluminum Doors with Horizontal and Vertical Muntins

EASY LOCKING LADDER PULLS
Popular Due to Its Easy Locking Mechanism at Waist Height

Featuring:
- Half length locks at head or floor
- Full length locks at head or floor
- Flexible key outside & thumb-turn inside option
- Elegant custom designs
- Custom length available
*consult us for details

Easy locking mechanism at a convenient height

All Glass Entrance Doors with Easy Locking Ladder Pull
PANIC DEVICES

Interior Push Bars for Exterior Doors That Meets Emergency Egress Code Requirements and Decorative Interior

Featuring:
- Available up to 10 ft. for taller consult PRL for details
- Custom Exterior Pulls
- Tested to 2.0 million cycles
- Panic Bar Options:

DEADBOLT LOCKING MECHANISM

Offers Security, Ease of Access and Beauty

Featuring:
- Easily operable key cylinder out and thumb-turn inside.
- Latch option at head or floor
- Custom configurations with full length or half size on request.

Ultra Narrow Cladded Doors with Full Size Top Latch Deadbolt
CURTAINWALL SERIES
Designed and Engineered for Maximum Performance

PLCW-600  2 1/2" x 6"
1" Offset Glazed

PLCW-700  2 1/2" x 7"
1" Offset Glazed

PLCW-1000 2 1/2" x 10"
1" Offset Glazed

STOREFRONT SERIES
Complete Glass and Metal Systems Ready to Install

201 2" x 4 1/2"
1/4" Offset Glazed

250 2" x 4 1/2"
1" Center Glazed

251 2" x 4 1/2"
1" Offset Glazed

400 1 3/4" x 4"
1/4" Center Glazed

401 1 3/4" x 4"
1/4" Offset Glazed

450 1 3/4" x 4 1/2"
1/4" Center Glazed
ALUMINUM CUSTOM EXTRUSION
PRL’s State of the art 2400 tons/8” Diameter

There is no challenge to PRL when it comes to producing the highest quality aluminum extrusion with our equipment. Very complex hollows of all sizes and shapes are very common for us.

- Custom designed extrusions
- Up to 8” diameter shapes extrude
- Fabrication/CNC Capabilities
- Fastest leadtimes in the industry*
- Finishing:
  - Clear anodized, bronze anodized,
  - Custom paints colors available on request

STOCK LENGTH
Many Series Available Ready to Be Ship

Features
- 24' Stock Lengths
  - Custom Lengths cut to size*
- Ready to ship out next day
  - Will call the same day
- Fastest leadtimes in the industry*
  *Consult us for details

BREAKMETAL
Custom Form Metal Profiles

Clad
- Full Frame Doors
- Storefront Framing
- Column Covers
- Cornices
- Panel Pans
- Top Caps
- Miter Returns/Corners
- Corners
- Connectors

Metal Finishing
- Mirror Polishing
- Directional
- Satin Brush

PRL’S PRODUCT LINE

PRL

• PHONE: 877.776.2586
• FAX: 877.274.8800
www.priglass.com
COMPLETE HANDRAIL & GUARDRAIL SYSTEMS
PRL Offers Contemporary Railing Systems Options, Components as well as Custom Fabrications

Infinity
Aluminum modular railing

Flex Post Series
Optional adjustable top cap

Elegante Stand-off
Frameless surface mount system

Rapid Dry-set
Precision bolt assembly
FIRE RESISTANT GLASS
Think Clear. Think Big. Think Keralite

3/16" KERALITE® FILMED
Fire-Rated Safety Glass Ceramic

5/16" KERALITE® LAMINATED
Fire-Rated Laminated Safety Glass Ceramic

The best in class glass ceramic features:
• The largest extended-size glass in the industry ceramic available
• Lowest haze
• Highest color rendering index
• Fastest in the industry
• Superior Customer Service

By vetrotech safety systems

BULLET RESISTANT GLASS
Available LEVELS 1-8 with the Fastest Leadtimes in the Industry

Features:
• Lighter glass alternatives with 1" thickness thru level 3
• Full Range/ No Spall Protection
• High Ballistic Resistance without excessive weight or thickness
• Exclusive make-up glass, PVB and Polycarbonate
• Thinner make-up fit security doors glazing pocket
• NIJ 0108.01

Protection Levels:

Transaction Windows with Level 1 Bullet Resistant
INSULATED GLASS
Total Energy Performance Product that Translates into Reduced Energy Cost and Increased Comfort

PRL IG Units are a high quality, total energy performance product that translates into reduced energy cost and increased comfort. Insulated glass helps maintain inside room temperatures while saving energy.

IG Unit line capabilities
- Max. sizes 98” x 137”
- Min. size 6” x 6”
- Lead-times are 2 to 3 working days
- 24-hour service available upon request the fastest leadtime
- Thickness from 1/2” to 1 1/2”

TEMPERED GLASS
Unlimited Glass Applications

Tempered glass is always much more resistant to breakage than raw glass. Even if it breaks, the glass disintegrates into relatively small pieces, which is less likely to cause a serious injury. It is very common for glass doors, sidelites, balconies, etc.

Oversize tempered glass available
110” x 189”

*consult PRL for details.
SPANDREL COLOR GLASS
For Exterior and Interior Applications

Spandrel Offers:
• Aesthetic
• High Durability
• Heat-treated
• Multiple-Applications
• Unlimited Color Options

SANDBLAST
Enhance Glass Elegance with Surface or Deep Carved Custom Designs

Features:
• Carved
• Surface Sandblast
• Artistic
• Custom Artwork
• Tri-Dimensional Sandblast

Curtainwall with Color Spandrel IG Units
All Glass Sidelines with Custom Sandblast Design
GLASS SPECIALTIES
Custom Work with Maximum Craftsmanship Creating Elegance & Style

Fabricate the most unique glass pieces:
- Oversized glass
- Sculptures glass
- Decorative glass wall
- Sandblast and carving
You dream it, we build it

TABLETOPS
Artistic, Beautiful, and Creative Applications for Residential and Commercial

Features:
- Custom Edges
- Standard Shapes
- Custom Shapes
- Oversize Heavy Glass
- Carved
- Surface Sandblast
We are only a simple click away
Quick Order & Quotes Online
at PRL Glass & Aluminum

One Stop Shop
Shop for all the products you need at one place, it’s that easy

PRL’s Best Selling
ALUMINUM SLIDING SYSTEMS

ALUMINUM BIFOLD
A Versatile Solution for Any Application

MAX ALUMINUM SYSTEMS
Complete System Ready to be Installed